September is the peak month for Atlantic hurricanes, recording more hurricanes in that basin than any other month on record. No hurricanes have been active in the Atlantic Basin since July 12 despite August being the second-most-active month for Atlantic hurricanes, but some forecast guidance suggests the tropical Atlantic could wake up over the next two weeks. The wave is currently moving west-northwestward into the southern Atlantic and northern Caribbean. The wave may reach more favorable conditions for development over the Bahamas into early next week if it can stay north of Hispaniola and Cuba. Chances for development are currently very low with this tropical wave. For the latest on this possible tropical development click here.

It's a doozy of a weekend for road closures in Toronto. Thanks to construction, street festivals and a triathlon, lots of pockets of the city will ... And, don't forget, there's also a major TTC subway closure this weekend to contend with. Here are the major road closures to be aware of. Toronto Caribbean Carnival Junior Day. A series of roads will be closed on Saturday, July 22 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. to accommodate the parade and other activities of the Toronto Caribbean Carnival. The parade will begin at the rear of 30 Sewells Rd., then travel west on McLevin Avenue to Nelson Road and then north on Nelson Road to Nelson Park Drive. The 39A Finch East, 132 Milner and 133 Nelson bus routes will divert.

Festival of South Asia. A weekly state-issued report tells where to find peak colors throughout the fall. Victoria Freile. Fall colors in Lake Placid, NY. With vibrant colors finally close to home in the Rochester region, colors are expected to reach or surpass peak colors this weekend, with about 70 to 75 percent of leaves changing to warm shades of yellow and gold and shades of red and russet," according to the state's weekly foliage report. Significant leaf droppage in the area has also been reported, but trees in the area run the gamut, from almost bare to green leaves.